We will soon see similar
demonstrations outside the
White House. People with disabilities should remind Pres.
Trump of his promise, “everybody’s going to be taken care
of much better than they’re
taken care of now. We’re going to have healthcare that is
far less expensive and far better.”

GOALBALL PLAYERS WELCOME
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ly furnished housing facility and
weekday lunch meal support.
Applicants must be a U.S. citizen, a high school graduate, at
least 18 years of age, submitted to a complete health examination, and willing to work in
a paid or volunteer position for

a minimum of eight hours per
week or be actively taking a college or vocational course while in
the program.
Interested candidates should
submit a sports resume and cover letter to John Potts, jpotts@
usaba.org.

U.S. WINS NINE MEDALS
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portunity to represent the United
States on home soil. Armstrong
is a member of the U.S. Army
World Class Athlete Program,
which has a mission to support
nationally and internationally ranked soldiers in the Olympic and Paralympic pipelines.
“It’s a great opportunity to represent the Army as a soldier, but
also represent the United States
here in another way,” Armstrong
said. “It’s a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. I can’t thank the
army enough, and I can’t thank
USA Triathlon enough for supporting me and helping me to
get where I am now. I’m going to

keep pressing forward.”
Adam Popp of Virginia also
reached the podium in the
men’s PTS2 division, taking
bronze in 1:16:08. Brandon
Adame of Texas collected bronze
for the PTVI men in 1:20:13.
“Every ITU race is both a challenge and a feat. You feel like
you really did something great,”
Walton said. “It’s always exciting to have these big races in the
United States, because we get
all this support.
There were people cheering
for me, and I don’t know who
they are, but they were just excited to see the USA race kit.

ONLINE SCHOOL
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“Thanks to Universal Abilities, I have a working knowledge
of what it means to be an actual
business,” said Kappenberg. “All
my tasks as a student were selfpaced, relevant and manageable.
An online class that produces
projects rather than test scores is
perfect for getting people started
in a field that most don’t get to
learn about in typical education
settings.”
Justin Ainsworth plans to
start a consulting firm that
will determine if websites conform to all current accessibility laws, such as the Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA). It
will also offer solutions on how
to become compliant and help
make the internet accessible for
all.
“Universal Abilities has

taught me how to create a detailed business plan to be used
to sell this idea to banks for
loans as well as investors,” said
Ainsworth.
The main reason I became a
student of Universal Abilities
was the convenience of online
classes. That being said, I also
like the way Universal Abilities
runs their school.”
Universal Abilities was established in 2013 by two men. Richard Morfopoulos is an educator
with a disability who has earned
a doctorate in business and has
more than 20 years experience.
David Grik is an engineer and
educator with both bachelors and
master’s degree in computer science, with more than 25 years of
system design and computer programming experience.
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gling to raise families is a nightmare, then he’s right.
It is more likely, however,
that the nightmare is just beginning. We all saw ADAPT
activists being dragged from
Capitol Hill. Their actions focused attention on mean-spirited congressmen, clueless
about health insurance and
unable to repeal and replace.

SPEAKS
FORCE
Curb Cuts in NYC

BY PHIL BEDER

C

urb cuts or sidewalk ramps at
pedestrian intersections, were
first installed, to help workers wheel clothing racks around New
York City’s garment district.
Over time, mothers with strollers
and wheelchair users also found them useful, so in 1994 the United Spinal Association (then called the Eastern Paralyzed Veterans Assoc.) filed a lawsuit to insist that curb cuts be installed at
every intersection.
The suit was settled in 2002 and in the 15 years since, 97 percent of the City’s street corners are equipped with pedestrian
ramps. While this may sound good, there are still almost 4500
corners without ramps. More important is the fact that 80 percent
of the sidewalk ramps that have been installed are in disrepair
or do not meet Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards.
It is for this reason that Disability Rights Advocates (DRA), is
pushing forward with their complaint about the persistent poor
state of New York City’s sidewalks. In June of this year, DRA, a
nonprofit, disability rights legal center, based in California and
New York, asked Judge George Daniels to clear the way for their
complaint to proceed in Federal Court against objections by the
City.
A special master was assigned by Judge Daniels to come up
with recommendations and on August 10, Special Master Robert Burgdorf, Jr., one of the nation’s leading experts on disability
rights submitted a 285 page report finding that at the current
rate, it could take another 20 years or more to bring New York
City street corners into compliance. Special Master Burgdorf’s report said that it would be “unconscionable” for the current situation to go on and recommended that changes be made to speed up
the progress.
Court proceedings on Tuesday Oct. 10 started with prosecution
lawyers jockeying for procedural advantage. But, when the city
was asked to present its response to the Special Master’s 14 point
report, a litany of reasons were given to support the status quo.
As the lawyers for the City explained the slow pace of curb cut remediation, Judge Daniels started calculating the time frame being proposed. When the Judge’s estimates got to 32 years before
the City would have its sidewalks fully accessible for people with
mobility impairments, he seemed to have heard enough.
Judge George Daniels instructed New York City to come up
with a firm timetable to address the recommendations in the Special Masters report. Those recommendations include completing
a survey of all pedestrian crossings within 90 days; installing pedestrian ramps where there are none, within the next five years;
and bringing all non-compliant ramps into compliance within the
next eight years. The next court date is set for Dec. 19 at 10:30
a.m. Stay tuned for progress.

Vote as if your life depends on it,
Because it does!

– JUSTIN DART
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